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MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES	


Water storing facilities in a watershed are very often operated independently one to another to meet specific operating objectives, with no information sharing
among the operators. This uncoordinated approach might result in upstream-downstream disputes and conflicts among different water users, or inefficiencies in
the watershed management, when looked at from the viewpoint of an ideal central decision-maker. In this work, we aim at:
 quantifying the loss in performance due to uncoordinate management
 designing coordination mechanisms to improve the system management and reduce conflicts	

CASE STUDY AREA: Lake Como water system (Italy)
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Comment:	
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 C6 is a win-win solution where irrigation deficit is
largely reduced wrt to UC without economic loss for
hydropower producers	


TOPOLOGY
 multiple small-to-medium hydropower reservoirs in the upper watershed region	

 a large regulated lake in the middle region	

 multiple water consumption users, mostly farmers, in the lower region	


We analyze the centralized operating policy C6 to gain insight into suitable strategies to foster
cooperation 	

Comments:	

 C6 produces higher releases from the hydropower
reservoirs than UC in July and August when the irrigation
demand is higher 	

 The loss in hydropower production in the remaining of the
season is compensated by the higher revenue in Summer

CURRENT MANAGEMENT	

Hydropower reservoirs are operated by power companies, they store water in the snowmelt season
(May to July) and release it in the following Fall and Winter.	

The lake is regulated by a Water Board that mainly aim at supplying water in the irrigation season
(May to September) 
 conflict arises during Summer droughts	


STEP 1: Quantifying the loss in performance
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STEP 1I: Analyzing centralized policies

A deeper analysis shows that the extent of the increase in
Summer releases also depends on the Lake Como storage:	
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We simulate and compare two opposite approaches	

R1,R2: hydropower reservoirs
H1,H2,H3: hydropower plants
Lake Como: irrigation supply
u: daily release decision
s: reservoir storage
q: reseroir inflow	


Fig. 1: Simulated system performances under historical inflows
(1996-2005) and different operating policies:
H: historical data	

UC: uncoordinate
C1-C6: centralized with different tradeoffs
CO1-CO2: coordinated with different mimum flow contraints	

Comment:	


The (actual) uncoordinated approach

The (ideal) centralized approach

Underlying assumptions:	

 Multiple decision-makers	

 No information exchange

 One decision-maker	

 Full exchange of information

Mathematical formulation:	

 Three single-objective optimization	

 Outcome: three Single-Input-Single-Output
operating policies:	


 One two-objective optimization 	

 Outcome: one Multi-Input-Multi-Output
operating policy:	


(each colour band represents the energy price in the j-th
most profitable hour)
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(c): Difference in daily hydropower revenue
between C6 and UC
(14-days moving average over years 1996-2005) 	


 CO policies provide an intermediate solution between
the ideal cetnralized approach (C6) and the actual
uncoordinate one (UC)	


STEP III: Designing coordination mechanism

 Three single-objective constrained optimization	

 Outcome: three Single-Input-Single-Output operating policies	


Fig 3: Release from hydropower reservoir R1 against
lake storage, under C6 (red) and UC (blue)
(May-September1996-2005)	
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We design and simulate a coordinated management approach where
each storing unit is operated independently from the others (as in the
current situation) but during the irrigation season (May to September)
upstream reservoirs must comply with a minimum release constraint,
which is a function of the storage in Lake Como (black line in Fig. 3)	

Mathematical formulation:	


for each combination of the aggregation
weights (tradeoff solution)

Fig. 2:
(a): yearly pattern of the water demand 
(b): yearly pattern of the energy price 
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